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Abstract
This paper proposes a basic theory of time and a new foundation for quantum mechanics and classical
mechanics. It does not only uniquely determine the operator ordering for the quantization procedure, but
also clarifies what is the classical-limit. It further compares the new theory with the known quantization
methods, and proposes a self-consistent interpretation for quantum mechanics. It also provides the
internal structure inducing half-integer spin of a particle, the sense of the regularization in the quantum
field theory, the quantization of a phenomenological system, the causality in quantum mechanics and the
origin of the thermodynamic irreversibility under the new insight.
1 INTRODUCTION
In 17th century, Newton constructed Newtonian mechanics based on the concept of the force acting a body,
and published "Principia: Mathematical principles of natural philosophy" that was the rst attempt to
understand this world under few principles.
In 18th century, Lagrange’s analytical mechanics, originated by Mautertuis’ work, built the theory of
motion on an analytic basis, and replaced forces by potentials; in the next century, Hamilton completed
the foundation of analytical mechanics based on the principle of least action in stead of Newton’s laws.
On the other hand, Maxwell’s theory of the electromagnetism required the invariance of the theory under
the Lorentz transformation inconsistent with the Galileian transformation that Newtonian mechanics obeys.
In the beginning of 20th century, Einstein’s relativity improved Newtonian mechanics, and revised the
self-consistency of the classical mechanics based on the concept of spacetime. On this stage, Hamiltonian
mechanics still included not only Newtonian mechanics but also Maxwell’s theory and Einstein’s theory, and
the concept of energy and momentum played the most important role in the physics instead of force for
Newtonian mechanics.
Experiments, however, indicated that microscopic systems seemed not to obey such classical mechanics
as above. Almost one century has passed since Planck found his constant h; and almost three fourth
since Heisenberg [1], Schro¨dinger [2] and their contemporaries constructed the basic formalism of quantum
mechanics after the early days of Einstein and Bohr. The quantum mechanics based itself on the concept
of wave functions instead of classical energy and momentum, or that of operators called as observables.
This mechanics reconstructed the classical eld theories except the general relativity. Nobody denies how
quantum mechanics, especially quantum electrodynamics, succeeded in 20th century and developed in the
form of the standard model of the quantum eld theory through the process to nd new particles in the
nature.
Quantum mechanics, however, seems to have left some fundamental open problems on its formalism and
its interpretation: the problem on the arbitrariness of the operator ordering in quantum mechanics [3, 4],
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which is crucial to quantize the Einstein gravity, and that on the reality, which seems incompatible with the
causality [5, 6, 7]. These diculties comes from the problem how and why quantum mechanics relates itself
with classical mechanics: the quantization that constructs quantum mechanics based on classical mechanics
and the classical-limit that induces classical mechanics from quantum mechanics; the incompatibility between
the ontological feature of classical mechanics and the epistemiological feature of quantum mechanics.
Now, this paper proposes a basic theory of time, and introduces a foundation for quantum mechanics and
classical mechanics, named as protomechanics, that is motivated in the previous letter [8].a It also attempts
to revise the nonconstructive idea that the basic theory of motion is valid independently of the scale, though
the quantum mechanics has once destroyed such an idea that Newtonian mechanics held in 18th century.
The present theory does not only suppose the external-time T as the directed time from past to future that
can be regarded as the observer’s clock or as the one-dimensional line of four-dimensional spacetime, but
also introduce the internal-time S1 that is the intrinsic cyclic clock located at every point on the physical
space ~M , being spacetime for particle theories or the space of the elds over spacetime for eld theories. It
considers synchronicity,b instead of energy-momentum or wave-functions, that is a section of the S1-ber
bundle over ~M and that denes the same time between two intrinsic local clocks located at dierent points on
space ~M . The behavior of the synchronicity reveals a geometric structure behind the Hamiltonian mechanics
based on the modied Einstein-de Broglie relation. Besides, the present theory supposes that a particle or
a eld emerges into the world at discrete points on its trajectory when it periodically cross synchronicity.
To quantize time T in such a way enables the deterministic structure of the basic theory to produce the
nondeterministic characteristics of quantum mechanics, realizes EPR-phenomena that seems incompatible
with the causality, and gives the semantics of the regularization procedure for the renormalization method
in quantum eld theories. The present theory nally solves the problem on the arbitrariness of the operator
ordering and also gives a self-consistent interpretation of quantum mechanics as an ontological theory.
The next section explains the basic theory of time as above in three fundamental laws, and leads to the
protomechanics in Section 3, that deepens Hamiltonian mechanics based on the modied Einstein-de Broglie
relation. Section 4 presents the dynamical construction for the introduced protomechanics by utilizing the
group-theoretic method called Lie-Poisson mechanics (consult APPENDIX B). In the following sections, it
proves to include both quantum mechanics and classical mechanics, and claries how the quantization and
the classical-limit occur. Section 5 and Section 6 explain how protomechanics deduces classical mechanics
and quantum mechanics, respectively. Section 6 additionally presents a consequent interpretation for the
half-integer spin of a particle. Section 7 compares the present theory with the other known quantization
methods from both the group-theoretic view point and the statistical one, and further introduces an inter-
pretation of the regularization method adopted at quantum eld theories; and it will prove to be applicable
for general phenomenological systems. On the other hand, Section 8 considers how it gives a self-consistent
interpretation of the reality or solves the measurement problem, and interprets the origin of the thermo-
dynamic irreversibility in the nature; and it will prove to keep causality even under the EPR-experiment.
Finally, a brief statement of the conclusion immediately follows.
Let me summarize the construction of the present paper in the following diagram.
aThe author of paper [8], "Tosch Ono," is the same person as that of the present paper, "Toshihiko Ono."




thermodynamics (8.3) EPR-phenomena (8.4)
continuous superselection canonical theory
quantum mechanics (6,7.1,7.2,7.4,8.1,8.2)
protomechanics (3,4): non-deterministicclassical part: h! 0






larger scale  
more fundamental #* Numbers in bracket ( ) refer those of sections.
In this paper, c and h denote the speed of light and Planck’s constant, respectively. I will use the
Einstein’s rule in the tensor calculus for Roman indices’ i; j; k 2 NN and Greek indices’ ;  2 NN , and
not for Greek indices’ ; ; γ 2 NN , and I further denote the trace (or supertrace) operation of a quantum
observable F^ as hF^ i that is only one dierence from the ordinary notations in quantum mechanics, where
i =
p−1. Consult the brief review on the dierential geometry in APPENDIX A and that on Lie-Poisson
mechanics in APPENDIX B, which the employed notations follow.
2 BASIC THEORY OF TIME
The C1 oriented manifold ~M represents the four-dimensional spacetime M (4) for particle theories or the
innite-dimensional space Ψ(4) of the (graded) eld variables over spacetime M (4) for eld theories.c To
add a one-dimensional cyclic freedom S1 at each point of ~M introduces the S1-ber bundle E( ~M) over ~M .d
Fiber S1 represents the internal-time, being an intrinsic clock of a particle or a eld. For the canonical
projections ^ : E( ~M)! ~M and  : T  ~M ! ~M , let us dene the almost global section and almost 1-form as
generalization of that of global section as follows.
c ~M is assumed as an ILH-manifold modeled by the Hilbert space endowed with an inverse-limit topology (consult [10]).
dThe introduced freedom would not represent what is corresponding to the local clock in Weyl’s sense or the fifth-dimension
in Kaluza’s sense for the four-dimensional spacetime M (4). In the present theory, manifold ~M also includes such an internal
freedoms SU(n) for some n 2 N, that is related with the electro-weak and strong interactions.
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Definition 1 An almost global section ~ of E( ~M) is a one-to-one mapping ~ : ~M nA! E( ~M) satisfying
^  ~ = id: for a submanifold ~M nA such that v(A) = 0, where v is the volume measure on ~M . An almost
1-form p over ~M is a one-to-one mapping p : ~M nA! T  ~M satisfying   p = id: for a submanifold ~M nA
such that v(A) = 0.
For the space Γ[E( ~M)] of all the almost global sections of E( ~M), every element ~ 2 Γ[E( ~M)] now represents
the system that a particle or a eld belongs to and carries with, and a synchronization of every two clocks
located at dierent points in space ~M .
Let us consider the set T  R of the external-time that is determined by a clock T . A particle or a
eld makes a trajectory in ~M that is expressed as a line ~x : T !M , though it actually emerges at discrete
points on the line as considered in the followings. An almost section ~ is called synchronicity if it satises
the following law.
Law 1 For any line ~x, almost section ~ satises the following relation such that every [t1; t2]  T has an
action St2t1 : Map(T;M)! R:




Condition (1) determines how to synchronize every two local clocks or standards of the internal-time which
are located at dierent points of space ~M . Action St2t1 should satises the additive property for every






It is also independent of any automorphisms of [t1; t2]  T .
For example, the relativistic motion for a free particle whose mass is m has the following action for the
four-dimensional spacetime ~M = M (4), where there is an isomorphism ~ : [t1; t2]  T ! [1; 2]  T such






where h = h=4 or = h=2 for Planck’s constant h (h = h=2). Thus, the introduced internal-time is
corresponding to the proper time multiplied by the mass energy per constant h for the relativistic motion of
a particle. For the eld theory, we must consider a cobordismD21 = [B1; B2] M (4) whose boundariesB1 and
B2 are two distinct spacelike hypersurfaces in spacetimeM (4), and determine a foliation ~B : [t1; t2]  T ! D21
such that
1. ~B(t) \ ~B(t0) = ; if t 6= t0,
2. every x 2 D21 has a unique t 2 T such that x 2 ~B(t),
3. ~B(t1) = B1 and ~B(t2) = B2.





at y 2 B
at y =2 B ; (4)
eld variable  (4) over spacetime M (4) determines mapping ~x as
~x(t) =  ~B(t)   (4); (5)
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and has the following action for Lagrangian density L:









where v(4) is the volume measure of M (4). In the standard eld theory,  would be a set of Z2-graded elds,
the Dirac eld for fermions, the Yang-Mills eld for gauge bosons and possibly the metric tensor for Einstein
gravity, where L should be the standard Lagrangian density invariant under the Lorentz transformation in
the special relativity or under the general coordinate transformation in the general relativity.
Law 1, however, could not determine how clock T can be an appropriate one to measure the correct time,
and needs the following law.
Law 2 The internal-time within a particle or a eld synchronizes with the external-time through the mapping
~s : [t1; t2]  T ! S1 for arbitrary t1, t2 2 T such that
~s(t1) = ~s(t2)e
−iF t2t1 : (7)
Relation (7) also satises the additivity:





Suppose that a particle or a eld can have stable existence without decaying and require the reproducibility
of experiment, then relation (7) must satisfy the property of relativity for a function F : T ! R:
F t2t1 = F (t2 − t1): (9)
Thus, the internal-time admits appropriate tempo for external-time T such that the following relation holds
for a real value f 2 R:




f = 0: (11)
Now, the following law determines when and how a particle or a eld emerges into the world.
Law 3 A particle or a eld locates oneself at the following point for time t:





and it emerges into the world at time t satisfying ~s(t) = 1 when it comes across synchronicity ~.
Thus, f determines the tempo or the frequency of such emergence. If time stops suddenly, we must lose all
our actual existence in this world. To modify relation (10) can express decaying process.












This diagram shows a self-referential idea: external-time T governs the motion of a particle on manifold
~M through mapping ~  ~x : T ! S1, while internal-time S1 within a particle allows appropriate tempo for
external-time T through mapping ~s : T ! S1 to emerge in this world. The above diagram further includes
the complementarity in quantum mechanics between particle ~x and wave ~.e In addition, it is possible to
interpret a particle or a eld as an organism who serves the following biological property: 1. it senses the
environment through nonlocal eld ~, 2. it decides where to appear at the tempo of ~s, and 3. it acts as
emergence on ~x.
3 Foundation of Protomechanics
Let us consider the time-development of a spacelike slice Mt embedded in ~M such that Mt = ~’t (M) for an
embedding ~’t : M ! ~M , where manifold M is the three-dimensional space M (3) for particle theories or the
innite-dimensional space Ψ(3) of the eld variables over the three-dimensional space for eld theories. For
every ~ 2 Γ[E( ~M)], almost global section t 2 Γ [E(M)] on M denes the position xt 2 M for embedding
~’t:
t (xt) = ~ ( ~’t(x)) : (13)
For example, mapping ~’t is equivalent to the embedding t from the three-dimensional physical space
M = M (3) into spacetime ~M = M (4) for particle theories; for eld theories, ~’t = t(M) t for the pullback
t of embedding t from the innite-dimensional space M = Ψ(3) of the eld variables on space M (3) into









t(M)  t (3)t

: (14)
A particle or a eld emerges along a timelike line in ~M and as a point xt at time t 2 R in M , and almost
section t represents the present that it belongs to. To introduce the Lagrangian LTMt : TM ! R as











makes relation (1) into the following form:
d
dt






t (xt) : (16)
This equation characterizes the meaning of the Lagrangian as the speed of the internal-time. Since relation
(16) is valid for every initial conditions of position xt 2 M , it determines the time-development of present
t in the following way for the Lie derivative Lvt by the vector eld vt 2 X(M) such that vt (xt) = dxtdt .
Lvtt(x) = −ih−1LTMt (x; vt(x)) t(x) (17)
Let us now consider the mapping p : Γ[E(M)]! 1(M) satisfying the following relation:
p (t) = −ih−1t dt; (18)
which is the modied Einstein-de Broglie relation p = h= for Planck’s constant h = 2h and wave number





eAs discussed in Section 4, the wave in the quantum mechanics is regarded as ~η
1
2
t modulus an innite-dimensional freedom.
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it becomes a function on T M through the Legendre transformation from Lagrangian LTMt such that
Ht = HT
∗M
t (x; p (t) (x))
= v(x)  p (t) (x)− LTMt (x; v(x)) ; (20)
since condition (17) satises the following relation:
ih−1t Lvtt = Ht − vt  p (t) : (21)












= 0 further leads to the second equation of Hamilton’s canonical equations of motion:
@
@t
p (t) (x) = −dHT∗Mt (x; p (t) (x)) : (23)
Thus, the Hamiltonian mechanics represents the motion of present t.
In Law 2 and 3, the emergence functional ft : Γ[E(M)]M ! R has a emergence-frequency f for every
initial condition of xt such that
f = ft (t) (xt) : (24)
Condition (11) has the following expression for functional ft:
Lvtft (t) = 0: (25)
Notice that emergence-frequency f and emergence-frequency function ft (t) can be negative as well as
positive, and that it would make the central part of the square amplitude of the wave function in quantum
mechanics.
Let t (t) the probability measure for the reality of a particle or a eld on M at time t that the ignorance
of the initial position causes; then it satises the conservation law:
Lvtdt (t) = 0: (26)
Dene the emergence measure t (t) as the product of the probability measure with the emergence-frequency
function:
dt (t) = dt (t)  ft (t) : (27)
If one can not know the initial values of probability measure dt and emergence-frequency function f but
can know just that of emergence measure dt, the observed system seems non-deterministic though it has
deterministic trajectory in ~M . For emergence measure dt, we will obtain the following condition:
Lvtdt (t) = 0: (28)
We can summarize the obtained mechanics or the protomechanics based on equations (17) and (28) of
motion with relations (20) and (22) in the following theorem that this section proved.
Theorem 1 (Protomechanics) Hamiltonian HT
∗M
t : T
M ! R denes the velocity eld vt 2 X (M) and







LTMt (x; v(x)) = v(x)  p (t) (x) −HT
∗M
t (x; p (t) (x)) ; (30)
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where mapping p : Γ[E(M)]! 1(M) satises the modied Einstein-de Broglie relation:
p (t) = −ih−1t dt: (31)
The equation of motion is the set of the following equations:
Lvtt(x) = −ih−1LTMt (x; vt(x)) t(x); (32)
Lvtdt (t) = 0: (33)
4 DYNAMICAL CONSTRUCTION OF PROTOMECHANICS
Let us express the introduced protomechanics in the statistical way, and construct the dynamical description
for the collective motion of the almost global sections of S1-bundle E(M) over M .
4.1 Description of Statistical-State
The derivative operator D = hdxj@j : Tm0 (M) ! Tm+10 (M) (m 2 N) for the space T n0 (M) of all the







dxj ⊗ (⊗nk=1dxjk : (34)
By utilizing this derivative operatorD, the following Banach norm based on the above quantization condition
endows the space Γ [E(M)] of all the almost global sections on E(M) with a norm topology for the family
OΓ(E(M)) of the induced open balls:




h jDp()(x)jg ; (35)




gikjk (@ikp()i) (@jkp()j) (x): (36)
In terms of the corresponding norm topology on 1(M),f we can consider the space C1
(
1 (M) ; C1(M)

of all the C1-dierentiable mapping from 1 (M) to C1(M) = C1(M;R) and the subspaces of the space
C0 (Γ [E (M)]) = fpF : Γ [E (M)]! C1(M) j F 2 C1
(
1 (M) ; C1(M)
}
. For example, classical me-
chanics requires the local dependence on the momentum for functionals, while quantum mechanics needs
the wider class of functions that depends on their derivatives, i.e., the space of the classical functionals and
that of the quantum functionals are dened as
Ccl (Γ [E (M)]) =
n
pF 2 C0 (Γ [E (M)])
 pF () (x) = FT∗M (x; p()(x)) o (37)
Cq (Γ [E (M)]) =

pF 2 C0 (Γ [E (M)])
 pF () (x) = FQ (x; p()(x); :::; Dnp()(x); :::) } ; (38)
which related with each other as
Ccl (Γ [E (M)])  Cq (Γ [E (M)])  C0 (Γ [E (M)]) : (39)
fAssume here that 1(M) has the Banach norm such that kpk = supM
P
κ∈Z≥0 jD
κp(x)jg , for p 2 1(M).
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In other words, the classical-limit indicates the limit of h! 0 with xing jp()(x)j nite at every x 2M , or
what the characteristic length [x] and momentum [p] such that x=[x]  1 and p=[p]  1 satises
[p]−n−1Dnp()(x) 1: (40)
On the other hand, the introduced norm topology on Γ (E(M)) induces the topological -algebra B (OΓ(E(M));
thereby manifold Γ (E(M)) becomes measure space (Γ (E(M)) ; B (OΓ(E(M)) ;M having the probability
invariant measure such that M (Γ (E(M))) = 1. For a subset C (Γ (E(M)))  C0 (Γ (E(M))), an element
 2 C (Γ (E(M))) is a linear functional  : C (Γ [E(M)]) ! R and has a mapping  : Γ [E(M)] ! R(M)
such that
 (pF ) =
Z
Γ[E(M)]







dv(x)  () (x)F (p()) (x); (42)
where d() = dv  ().
Notice the following important fact (consult [11] in the denition of the Gelfand triplet).
Remark 1 If there is an increasing series of subsets
C1 (Γ [E(M)])  C2 (Γ [E(M)])  :::Cn (Γ [E(M)])  :::C0 (Γ [E(M)]) ; (43)
the dualspaces make an decreasing series of subsets
C1 (Γ [E(M)])
  C2 (Γ [E(M)])  :::Cn (Γ [E(M)])  :::C0 (Γ [E(M)]) : (44)
Thus, relation (39) requires the opposite sequence for the dual spaces:
Ccl (Γ (E(M)))
  Cq (Γ (E(M)))  C0 (Γ (E(M))) : (45)
Let us summarize how the present theory deduces both quantum mechanics and classical mechanics in







 − dual −!














4.2 Description of Time-Development
The group D(M) of all C1-dieomorphisms of M and the abelian group C1 (M) of all the C1-functions
on M construct the semidirect product S(M) = D(M) semi: C1(M) of D(M) with C1(M), and dene
the multiplication  between 1 = (’1; s1) and 2 = (’2; s2) 2 S(M) as
1  2 = (’1  ’2; (’2s1)  s2); (46)
for the pullback ’ by ’ 2 D(M). The Lie algebra s(M) of S(M) has the Lie bracket such that, for
V1 = (v1; U1) and V2 = (v2; U2) 2 s(M),
[V1; V2] = ([v1; v2]; v1U2 − v2U1 + [U1; U2]) ; (47)
and its dual space s(M) is dened by natural pairing h ; i. Lie group S(M) now acts on every almost section
of E(M) (consult APPENDIX B). We shall further introduce the group Q(M) = Map (Γ [E(M)] ; S(M)) of
all the mapping from Γ [E(M)] into S(M), that has the Lie algebra q(M) = Map (Γ [E(M)] ; s(M)) and its
dual space q(M) = Map (Γ [E(M)] ; s(M)).
To investigate the group structure of the system considered, let us further dene the emergence-momentum
J 2 q (M) as follows:
J () = dM ()  ()⊗ (p(); 1) : (48)
Thus, the functional F : q (M) ! R can always be dened as
F (J ) =  (pF ) : (49)
On the other hand, the derivative DF (p) can be introduced as follows excepting the point where the
distribution  becomes zero:


















1A9=; @j : (50)












(D()F (p()) ;−p()  D()F (p()) + F (p()) ; (52)
thereby, the following null-lagrangian relation can be obtained:
F (J ) = hJ ; F^ i: (53)















dv(x) t ()(x)Ft (p

t ()) (x); (56)
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where  is the labeling time such that  () =  and
dM () t () = dM (t ()) t (t ()) : (57)
The introduced labeling time  can always be chosen such that t () does not have any singularity within
a short time for every  2 Γ [E(M)]. Dene the emergence-momentum J t 2 q (M) as follows:
J t () = Jt (t ()) (58)
= dM (t ()) t (t ()) ⊗ (pt (); 1) (59)
= dM() (t ()⊗ pt (); t ()) : (60)
Then, the functional Ft : q (M) ! R can always be dened for Ft as
Ft (J t ) = t (pFt) ; (61)
whose value is independent of labeling time  by denition. The operator F^ t =
@Ft












(Dτt ()Ft (pt ()) ;−pt ()  Dτt ()Ft (pt ()) + Ft (pt ()) : (63)
Thus, the following null-lagrangian relation can be obtained:
Ft (J t ) = hJ t ; F^ t i; (64)
while the normalization condition is




Theorem 2 For Hamiltonian operator H^t = @Ht@J (J t ) 2 q (M) corresponding to Hamiltonian pH () (x) =
HT





J t ; (66)
which can be expressed as
@
@t




















































Proof : Lie-Poisson equation (66) is calculated for DHt () = Dτt ()Ht (pt ()) as follows:
@
@t
t ()(x) = −
p−1@j












t ()(x)  DHt ()(x) −Ht (pt ()) (x)) ; (70)
where for dv = dx1 ^ :::dxN p or p = pdet jgjkj for local coordinate x = (x1; x2; :::; xN. Second equation
(70) can be rewrote in conjunction with the condition of the probability conservation (69) as
@
@t
ptk()(x) +DjHt ()(x)@jptk()(x) + ptj()(x)@kDjHt ()(x) = @kLt ()(x); (71)
where
Lt ()(x) = p

t ()(x)  DHt ()(x) −Ht (pt ()) (x); (72)
or, by using Lie derivatives,
LDHτt () pt () = dLt (): (73)
Thus, we can obtain the equation of motion in the following simpler form by using Lie derivatives:
LDHτt () t = Lt () t (74)
LDHτt () t () dv = 0; (75)
which is equivalent to the equations (17) and (28) when pH () (x) = HT
∗M (x; p ())
Equation (66) will prove in the following two sections to include the Schro¨dinger equation in canonical
quantum mechanics and the classical Liouville equations in classical mechanics under certain conditions.
For Ut 2 Q (M) such that @U
τ
t
@t  (Ut )−1 = H^t () 2 q(M), let us introduce operators













to induce the following theorem.























J t ; F^ t
E
: (78)




Ft (J t )−
@Ft
@t
































































Thus, we can obtain this theorem.
The general theory for Lie-Poisson systems certicates that, if a group action of Lie groupQ(M) keeps the
Hamiltonian Ht : q(M) ! R invariant, there exists an invariant charge functional Q : Γ [E(M)] ! C(M)




where Q^ is expressed as
Q^ =
(D()Q (p()) ;−p()  D()Q (p()) +Q (p()) : (86)
5 DEDUCTION OF CLASSICAL MECHANICS
In classical Hamiltonian mechanics, the state of a particle on manifold M can be represented as a position
in the cotangent bundle T M . In this section, we will reproduce the classical equation of motion from the
general theory presented in the previous section. Let us here concentrate ourselves on the case where M is
N -dimensional manifold for simplicity, though the discussion below is still valid if substituting an appropriate
Hilbert space for RN when M is innite-dimensional ILH-manifold[10].
5.1 Description of Statistical State
Now, we must be concentrated on the case where the physical functional F 2 C1 (1(M); C1(M) does
not depend on the derivatives of the almost 1-form p () 2 1(M) induced from  2 Γ [E(M)], then it has
the following expression:
pF () (x) = FT
∗M (x; p () (x)) : (87)
Let us choose a coordinate system (U;x)2M for a covering fUg2M over M , i.e., M =
S
2M U.
Let us further choose a reference set U  U such that v(U) 6= 0 and consider the set ΓUk [E(M)] of
the almost global sections of E(M) having corresponding momentum p () the supremum of whose every
component pj () in U becomes the value kj for k = (k1; :::; kN ) 2 RN :g
ΓUk [E(M)] =

 2 Γ [E(M)]
 sup
U
pj () (x) = hkj

: (88)
Thus, every almost global section  2 Γ [E(M)] has some k 2 RN such that  = [k] 2 ΓUk [E(M)]. Notice
that ΓUk [E(M)] is isomorphic to ΓU ′k [E(M)] for every two reference sets U and U 0 2M , since there exists
a dieomorphism ’ satisfying ’ (U) = U 0; thereby, we will simply denote ΓUk [E(M)] as Γk [E(M)].
On the other hand, let us consider the space L (T M) of all the Lagrange foliations, i.e., every element
p 2 L (T M) is a mapping p : RN ! 1(M) such that each q 2 T M has a unique k 2 RN as
q = p[k] ((q)) : (89)
gTo substitute ΓUk [E(M)] =

η 2 Γ [E(M)]
 R
U
dv(x) pj (η) (x) = kjv (U)
}
for denition (88) also induces the similar
discussion below, while there exist a variety of the classication methods that produce the same result.
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For every p = p   2 L (T M) such that [k] 2 Γk [E(M)], it is possible to separate an element [k] 2
Γk [E(M)] for a  2 Γ0 [E(M)] as
[k] = [k]  ; (90)
or to separate momentum p ([k]) as
p ([k]) = p[k] + p () ; (91)
thereby, we can express the functional  : 1(M) ! C1 (M) in the following form for the function % () 2
C1 (T M;R) on T M :
 ([k]) (x)
p
= % () (x; p ([k]) (x)) : (92)






, we will dene the measure N on B [E(M)] for the -algebra induced from that of
Γ [E(M)]:
dM ([k]) dv(x) = dNkdN () dv(x) [k](x) : (93)
By utilizing separation (91), we can rewrite the mapping  : Γ [E(M)]!R(M) as in the following lemma for
the induced measure !N on T M such that !N = UαdNx^dNk for the Euclid measures dNx = dx1^:::dxN
and dNk = dk1 ^ :::dkN on U M and on RN .
Lemma 1 The following relation holds:











dN () % () (q) : (95)
Proof : The direct calculation based on separation (91) shows
 (pF ) =
Z
Γ[E(M)]







dv(x) % () (x; p ([k]) (x))FT







































!N (q) % () (q)FT
∗M (q) ; (97)
where T M =
S
2M A is the disjoint union of A 2 B (OT∗M ) such that (1)  (A)  U and that (2)
A \A = ; for  6=  2 M (consult APPENDIX A).
If dening the probability function T





dN () % () (q) ; (98)
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we can obtain this lemma.
5.2 Description of Time-Development
Let us consider the time-development of the functional t : C1 (Γ (M) ; C (M))! R for pt ([k]) = pt [k] +

























T∗M (x; pt [k](x)) : (101)






Thus, we can dene the reduced emergence-momentum Jt 2 q (M) = q (M) =B [E(M)] as follows:
Jt ([k]) =
(
dNk ^ dv t [k]⊗ pt [k]; dNk ^ dv t [k]

; (103)

















t [k](x)) ; (105)
which is independent of labeling time  .






































(x; p)− FT∗Mt (x; p) (107)
is the Lagrangian if function Ft is Hamiltonian Ht. Thus, the following null-lagrangian relation can be
obtained:h
Ft
( Jt = h Jt; F^ clt i: (108)
Besides, the normalization condition becomes





dv(x) t [k](x): (109)








Theorem 4 For Hamiltonian operator H^t = @Ht@ J







that is calculated as follows:
@
@t










































t (x; pt [k](x)) : (112)
Proof : The above equation can also be obtained from the integration of general equations (69) and (70) on
the space ΓU0; thereby, it proves the reduced equation from original Lie-Poisson equation (66).
As a most important result, the following theorem shows that Lie-Poisson equation (110), or the set of
equations (111) and (112), actually represents the classical Liouville equation.
Theorem 5 Lie-Poisson equation (110) is equivalent to the classical Liouville equation by using Poisson
bracket f ; g for the probability density function (PDF) T∗Mt 2 C1(T M;R) of a particle on cotangent









Proof : Classical equation (113) is equivalent to the canonical equations of motion through the local expression
























(x; pt [k](x)) @j p

tk[k](x); (115)
























































Equations (115) and (116) lead to the following equation:
@
@t











































+@kLH (x; pt [k](x))
}
: (117)
Equations (116) and (117) are equivalent to equations (111) and (112); thereby, canonical equation (113) is
equivalent to Lie-Poisson equation (110).
The above discussion has a special example of the following Hamiltonian:
HT
∗M
t (x; p) = g
ij(x) (pi +Ai) (pj +Aj) + U(x); (118)
where corresponding Hamiltonian operator H^t is calculated as
H^t[k] =
(
gji (pti[k] +Ai) @j ;−gjiptj [k]pti[k] + gjiAjAi + U

; (119)
































t [k](x) = −
p−1@i

gik(x) (ptk[k](x) +Ak(x)) t [k](x)
p}
: (121)














































As discussed in Section 3, if a group action of Lie group Q(M) keeps the Hamiltonian Ht : q(M) !
R invariant, there exists an invariant charge function QT
∗M 2 C1(T M) and the induced function Q :















(x; pt [k](x)) +Q
T∗M (x; pt [k](x))

: (127)







In the argument so far on the dynamical construction of classical mechanics, the introduced innite-
dimensional freedom of the background B [E(M)] seems to be redundant, while they appear as a natural
consequence of the general theory on protomechanics discussed in the previous section. In fact, it is really
true that one can directly induce classical mechanics as the dynamics of the Lagrange foliations of T M
in L (T M). In the next section, however, it is observed that we will encounter diculties without those
freedom if moving onto the dynamical construction of quantum mechanics.
6 DEDUCTION OF QUANTUM MECHANICS
In canonical quantum mechanics, the state of a particle on manifold M can be represented as a position in
the Hilbert space H(M) over M . In this section, we will reproduce the quantum equation of motion from
the general theory presented in Section 3. Let us here concentrate ourselves on the case where M is N -
dimensional manifold for simplicity, though the discussion below is still valid if substituting an appropriate
Hilbert space for RN when M is innite-dimensional ILH-manifold[10].
6.1 Description of Statistical-State
Now, we must be concentrated on the case where the physical functional F 2 C1 (1(M); C1(M) depend
on the derivatives of the almost 1-form p () 2 1(M) induced from  2 Γ [E(M)], then it has the following
expression:
pF () (x) = FQ (x; p () (x); Dp () (x); :::; Dnp () (x); :::) : (129)
Now, let us assume that M has a nite covering M =
S
2M U for the mathematical simplicity such
that M = f1; 2; :::;g for some  2 R, and choose a coordinate system (U;x)2M . Let us further
choose a reference set U  U such that v(U) 6= 0 and consider the set ΓhUk [E(M)] of the almost sections of
E(M) for k = (k1; :::; kN ) 2 RN such thati
ΓhUk [E(M)] =

 2 Γ [E(M)]
 sup
U
pj () (x) = hkj

: (130)
As in classical mechanics, we will simply denote ΓhUk [E(M)] as Γ
h
k [E(M)], since Γ
h
Uk [E(M)] is isomorphic
to ΓhU ′k [E(M)] for every two reference sets U and U
0 M .
For every p = p   2 L (T M) such that [k] 2 Γhk [E(M)], it is further possible to separate an element
[k] 2 Γhk [E(M)] for a  2 Γh0 [E(M)] as
[k] = [k]  ; (131)




η 2 Γ [E(M)]
 R
U
dv(x) pj (x) = hkjv (U)
}
for denition (130)
also induces the similar discussion below, while there exist a variety of the classication methods that produce the same result.
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or to separate momentum p ([k]) as
p ([k]) = p[k] + p () : (132)
A corresponding emergence-momentum density  belongs to the subset Cq (Γ)
 of the space Ccl (Γ)
 of all
the classical probability densities; and can have the same expression as the classical one (92) for the function
% () 2 C1 (T M;R) on T M :
 ([k]) (x)
p
= % () (x; p ([k]) (x)) ; (133)
which has only the restricted values if compared with the classical emergence-momentum density that could
take the negative values as well as the positive; it sometimes causes the discrete spectra of the wave-function
in canonical quantum mechanics. We call the set Bh [E(M)] = Γh0 [E(M)] as the back ground of L (T
M)
for quantum mechanics. For the measure N on ΓhUk [E(M)] for the -algebra induced from that of Γ [E(M)]:
dM ([k]) dv(x) = dNkdN () dv(x) [k](x) : (134)
Let us next consider the disjoint union M =
S
2M A for A 2 B
(OE(M) such that (1)  (A)  U
and that (2) A \ A = ; for  6=  2 M (consult APPENDIX A). Thus, every almost global section
 2 Γ [E(M)] has some k 2 RN such that  = [k] 2 Γhk [E(M)]; and, it will be separated into the product
of a  2 Bh [E(M)] and the xed [k] = e2ifkjxj+g 2 Γk [E(M)] that induces one of the Lagrange foliation



















at x 2 A
at x =2 A (137)
and has the projection property 2Aα = Aα .
If dening the window mapping Aα : C





at x 2 ’ (A)
at x =2 ’ (A) ; (138)
we can locally transform the function [k] () = [k] ( [k])
p
into Fourier coecients as follows:













where introduced function ~% should satises
~% () (k; k0) = ~% () (k0; k); (140)
for the value [k] () (x) is real at every x 2M ; thereby, the collective expression gives




































































jk; i ; hkj =
Y
2M
hk; j ; (144)
where the local vectors jk; i and hk; j satisfy
hx jk;  i = e2ifkjxj+gAαp− 12 ; hk;  jxi = e2ifkjxj+gAαp− 12 : (145)
We can dene the Hilbert space H (M) of all the vectors that can be expressed as a linear combination of
vectors fjkigk2R. Now, let us construct the density matrix in the following denition.










dNn0 ~%() (n; n0) 
1







dNk ^[k] () ; (147)
where




















 − 12 : (148)
Let O (M) be the set of all the hermite operators acting on Hilbert space H (M), which has the bracket













Set O (M) becomes the algebra with the product, scalar product and addition; thereby, we can consider the




= A^B^ B^A^: (150)
Consider the momentum operator p^ that satises the following relation for any j i 2 H (M):
hx jp^j i = −iD hx j i ; (151)
whereD = hdxj@j is the derivative operator (34). Further, the function operator f^ induced from the function
f 2 C1(M) is an operator that satises the following relation for any j i 2 H (M):D
x
f^  E = f(x) hx j i : (152)








Those operators f^ and p^ induces a variety of operators in the form of their polynomials.
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Definition 3 The hermite operator F^ is called an observable, if it can be represented as the polynomial of











The following lemma shows that every observable has its own physical functional.
Lemma 2 Every observable F^ has a corresponding functional F : Γ[E]! C1(M):





Proof : There are corresponding functionals gjnl : 


















dNn0 ~%() (n; n0)

n0








































































































gjnl (p ([k])) (x)
)
: (157)
6.2 Description of Time-Development











j+τt [k]g  
Aα
; (159)
where the function t [k] 2 C1 (M) labeled by labeling time   t 2 R satises
 [k] =  : independent of k; (160)
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thereby, the momentum pt ([k]) = p








The density operator ^t [k] () is introduced as




















 − 12 ; (162)















U t [k] = e
ifτt [k]−g: (164)





















dv(x) t [k] () (x) p










dv(x) t [k] () (x) p
F


































Relation (163) represents relation (57):
t() =
dM()
dM ( −1t ()  t   −1t () : (166)
Emergence-momentum J t = J (t ) 2 q(M) has the following expression:
J t = dNkdN () dv (t [k] () pt ([k]) ; t [k] ()) (167)






[^t [k] () ; p^t [k]]+ x ; hx j^t [k] ()jxi  ; (168)
where the momentum operator p^t [k] satises
p^t [k] = U

t [k]
−1 p^ U t [k]: (169)
jRelation (161) is the most crucial improvement from the corresponding relation in previous letter [8].
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The following calculus of the fourier basis for 2kj = nj +mj justies expression (168):
e+ifnjx
j+τt [k]gde−ifmjx





j+2τt [k]g  e+ifnjxj+τt [k]g
o
− e−ifmjxj+τt [k]gde+ifnjxj+τt [k]g =
e+i(nj−mj)x
j  e+if(nj+mj)xj+2τt [k]gde−if(nj+mj)xj+2τt [k]g: (170)
For Hamiltonian operator H^t =
@Ht
@ J





J t ; (171)
that is calculated as follows:
@
@t







(x; pt ([k]) (x)) 






(t [k] () (x)p









(x; pt ([k]) (x)) 











(x; pt ([k]) (x))

+t [k] () (x)@kL
HT
∗M
t (x; pt ([k]) (x)) : (173)
Notice that the above expression is still valid even if Hamiltonian HT
∗M
t has the arbitrariness of the operator
ordering such as that for the Einstein gravity.
To elucidate the relationship between the present theory and canonical quantum mechanics, we will
concentrate on the case of the canonical Hamiltonian having the following form:
HT
∗M
t (x; p) =
1
2
hij (pi +Ati) (pj +Atj) + Ut(x); (174)
where dhij = 0. Notice that almost all the canonical quantum theory including the standard model of
the quantum eld theory, that have empirically been well-established, really belong to this class of the




(p^i +Ati)hij (p^j +Atj) + Ut; (175)
or hxjH^tj i = Hthxj i where
Ht = 12 (−ih@i + Ati(x)) h
ij (−ih@j +Atj(x)) + Ut(x): (176)




hx j^t [k] ()jxi =

x



















































then Hamiltonian operator H^t can be represented as
H^t
.
ih = H^(0) + H^(1) + H^(2): (182)



































































































hijpti ([k]) t [k] () ptk ([k])
}
dxk (184)
from the following computations:D
x































































































































































































































































Thus, second equation (178) in this lemma becomes
@
@t
ft [k] () ptk ([k])g = −@j

hij (pti ([k]) +Aj) t [k] () ptk ([k])
}
(203)














which is equivalent to equation (173) for Hamiltonian (174).





 h^t [k] () ; H^t [k]i−




























 h^t [k] () ; H^(2)i−
x :














































































Thus, rst equation (178) in this lemma becomes
@
@t
t [k] () = −@j

hij (pti ([k]) +Aj) t [k] ()
}
; (214)
which is equivalent to equation (172) for Hamiltonian (174).
Therefore, Lie-Poisson equation (171) proved to be equivalent to the equation set (177) and (178) in this
lemma.
The above lemma leads us to one of the main theorem in the present paper, declaring that Lie-Poisson
equation (171) for Hamiltonian (174) is equivalent to the quantum Liouville equation.


































F^t [k] ^t [k] () H^t [k] xE− Dx H^t [k] ^t [k] () F^t [k]xE
+ hx j ^t [k] () jxi
@pt [k](x)
@t
 DFt (t [k]) (x)
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h^t [k] () ; H^t [k]i−







 12 [ ^t [k] () ; p^t [k]]+




 @^t [k] ()@t
x pt [k](x)  DFt (t [k]) (x)




















[ ^t [k] () ; p^








 DFt (t [k]) (x)
x
h^t [k] () ; H^t [k]i−
 x fpFt (t [k]) (x)− pt [k](x)  DFt (t [k]) (x)g

















Now, the density matrix ^t becomes the summation of the pure sates
 (l;)t ED (l;)t  for the setn (l;)t Eo
l2RN










 (l;+)t ED (l;+)t − Z

dP−(l)
 (l;−)t ED (l;−)t  ; (217)
where P is a corresponding probability measure on the space  of a spectrum and the employed integral
is the Stieltjes integral [12]. If the system is open and has the continuous spectrum, then it admits  be
the continuous superselection rules (CSRs). The induced wave function has the following expression for a
L2-function  (l;)t =
D
x






dNk ~ (l;) t (k)e
−ifkjxj+t(x)g: (218)
The existence of the probability measure P− would be corresponding to the existence of the antiparticle for
the elementary quantum mechanics.
For example, the motion of the particle on a N-dimensional rectangle box [0; ]N needs the following
boundary condition on the verge of the box:
if xj = 0 or  for some j 2 f1; :::; Ng, then hx j^tjxi = 0,
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0; n) jn; ti hn0; tj : (219)
Let us now concentrate on the case where ^t is a pure state in the following form:
^t = j ti h tj ; (220)








0) = ~ t(k) ~ t(k0): (222)
Theorem 6 introduces the Schro¨dinger equation as the following collorary.
Collorary 1 If manifold M is flat, Lie-Poisson equation (171) for Hamiltonian (174) becomes the following
Schro¨dinger equation:




p−1 (−ih@i +Ati(x)) gij(x)p (−ih@j +Atj(x)) + Ut(x): (224)
Therefore, the presented theory induces not only canonical, nonrelativistic quantum mechanics but also the
canonical, relativistic or nonrelativistic quantum eld theory if proliferated for the grassmanian eld vari-
ables. Section 6 will discuss how the present theory justies the regularization procedure in the appropriate
renormalization; and it will reconsider the relativistic quantum mechanics and the quantization program of
the Einstein gravity elsewhere.
On the other hand, if introducing the unitary transformation U^t = eitH^t , Theorem 6 obtains the Heisen-
















since ^t = U^−1t ^0U^t.
As discussed in Section 3, if a group action of Lie group Q(M) keeps the Hamiltonian Ht : q(M) ! R
invariant, there exists an invariant charge functional Q : Γ [E(M)] ! C(M) and the induced function




where Q^ is expressed as
Q^ =
(D()Q (p()) ;−p()  D()Q (p()) +Q (p()) : (227)
Suppose that functional pQ : Γ [E(M)]! C(M) has the canonical form such that
QT
∗M (x; p) = Aijpipj +B(x)ipj + C(x); (228)
then the corresponding generator is equivalent to the observable:
Q^ = Aij p^ip^j + B^ip^j + p^jB^i + C^: (229)
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Those operators can have the eigen values at the same time.
As shown so far, protomechanics successfully deduced quantum mechanics for the canonical Hamiltonians
that have no problem in the operator ordering, and proves still valid for the noncanonical Hamiltonian that
have the arbitrariness of the operator ordering in the ordinary quantum mechanics. In the latter case, the
innitesimal generator F^trt corresponding to F^ 2 q(M) is not always equal to observable F^t:
F^t 6= F^trt : (231)
If one tries to quantize the Einstein gravity, he or she has to choose a set of the proper variables such as
a metric tensor corresponding to a position variable in the particle theory, and can proliferate the present
theory in a direct way by utilizing Lie-Poisson equation (171). But, some calculation method should be
developed for this purpose elsewhere.
6.3 Interpretation of Spin
Now, let us consider the particle motion on a two-dimensional sphere with the polar coordinate x = (; ) 2











h;  j ^t j ; i = 0: (232)




acts on Jt = (t pt ; t ) by the
coadjoint action or on ^t by adjoint action. The innitesimal generator M = M jL^j 2 so
(
3;RN
  q (M)








































while corresponding operator L^j satisesD
; 











h;  j i ; (237)D
; 











h;  j i ; (238)D
; 




h;  j i : (239)
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Notice that these operators are hermite or self-conjugate: L^yj = L^j , and induces the angular momentum of






~t ((l0;m0) ; (l;m)) jl;mi hl0;m0j (240)
for h;  jl;mi = Y ml (; ); (241)
where
L^  L^ jl;m
E
= h2l(l+ 1) jl;mi ; L^3 jl;m
E
= hm jl;mi : (242)
If the Hamiltonian for the motion in the three-dimensional Euclid space has the following form in a
central eld of force, it is invariant under the rotation about z-axis:
H (x; p) = p2 + x  (pB) + U(r); (243)
where r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2 6= 0. Since this Hamiltonian has the canonical form, the corresponding innitesimal






+ L^  B + U(r); (244)
where D
; ; r




r h; ; r j i : (245)
On the other hand, the innitesimal generators for the half-spin are dierent from those discussed in the



































The corresponding generators in quantum mechanics becomesD
; 
















h;  j i ; (249)D
; 
















h;  j i ; (250)D
; 




h;  j i : (251)
These operators induces the half-spin:
j ti = c+ j+i+ c− j−i ; (252)
where the eigenstates have the following expression:
























































The obtained representation for spin h2 constructs the representation for spin
h
2m for arbitrary number
m 2 N by utilizing the Young diagrams.
If the Hamiltonian for the motion in the three-dimensional Euclid space has the following form in a
central eld of force, it is invariant under the rotation about z-axis:






r (x2 + y2)
;−h zx




Since this Hamiltonian also has the canonical form, the corresponding innitesimal generator is equivalent












r2 (x2 + y2)
: (259)
Now, we can investigate the internal structure of a half-spin particle such as electron and other leptons
or quarks, which would have the following spin function for the internal three-dimensional Euclid space:
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This interpretation of half-spin allows us to describe the Dirac equation as the equation of the motion for
the following Hamiltonian:






+mc23 − eA0; (261)
where  and  are the internal spin functions expressed as relation (260) independent of each other. Since












γ^0 − eA0; (262)
where γ^ is the Dirac matrices. In general, the internal freedom like the isospins of a particle can be expressed
as the invariance of motion, if its Lie group is a subset of the innite-dimensional semidirect-product group
S(M). More detailed consideration on the relativistic quantum mechanics will be held elsewhere.
7 COMPARISON WITH QUANTIZATION METHODS
As touched on in Introduction, canonical quantum mechanics has the diculty for the arbitrariness on the
operator ordering in itself. The present theory proved so far to solve this structural diculty, but is not the
rst attempt to overcome it; some alternative quantization methods have tried to resolve it and helped the




In the group theoretical point of view, we can classify some of them including the canonical quantization
method into the following two types.
1. deformation:
deformation (Moyal, Bayen, et.al.) [14, 15]/ path-integral (Feynmann) [16] and stochastic
(Nelson, Parisi-Wu) [17]/ etc..
2. homomorphism:
canonical (Schro¨dinger, Heisenberg, et.al.) [1, 2] and canonical group (Mackey) [18]/ geo-
metric (Soriau, Kostant) [19, 20]/ etc.;
The rst category indicates that the aliated deform the Poisson algebra in classical mechanics into
Moyal’s algebra or the generalized one for quantum mechanics; Moyal’s theory, as well as the path-integral
and the stochastic quantization, can obtain observable dxni pmj as the Weyl product fx^ni p^mj gW of operators x^i
and p^j : dxni pmj = fx^ni p^mj gW ; (263)
where, for the set Z+ of all non-negative integers,
exp(x^i + p^j) = (n;m)2Z+Z+
1
n! m!
nmfx^ni p^mj gW ; (264)
These theories can also regard observable fx^ni p^mj gW as the innitesimal generator induced by function xni pmj ;
thereby, they have no problem of the operator ordering, while they produce the same result for canonical
Hamiltonians with the methods in the second category. The present theory does not attribute an innitesimal
generator to the Weyl product, though it has strong similarity with the path-integral method as discussed
in Section 2.
On the other hand, the second category indicates that each quantization method belonging to it bases
itself on the homomorphism as a Lie algebra between the Poisson algebra in classical mechanics and the
operator algebra with commutation relation in quantum mechanics. As shown so far, the present theory
safely belongs to the rst group and postulates that
a quantum system shares the same group structure with the corresponding classical system.
For the classical Hamiltonian HT
∗M on the cotangent space T M of a N-dimensional oriented manifold
M , we can describe the classical motion of the particle having position (xt; pt) 2 T M for the function FT∗Mt



















In canonical quantum mechanics, the corresponding equation of motion is that for associated self-adjoint
(or hermit) operators ~Ft and ~Ht in the Heisenberg representation, which acts on the Hilbert space with the












p−1. It should be noticed that this program guarantees the existence of such operators, but not
the possibility of the concrete expression for all of them.
The Dirac rule that transfers position observable xj and momentum observable pj into operators x^j = xj
and p^j = 1ih
@
@xj






t and operators ~Ft, ~Ht; however, as proved by Groenwald [3] and van Hove [4], it can not
fully work if one considers the self-adjoint operator dxni pmj corresponding to the classical observable xni pmj for
integers n > 1 and m  2; the position and the momentum operator must act with innite multiplicity [21].
Sharing the same motivation with the present theory, Kostant and Soriau [19, 20] proposed the geometric
quantization to overcome the structural diculty in the canonical theory, which succeeded in constructing a
Lie algebra isomorphism between the Lie algebra for classical observables and that for quantum observables





over the symplectic manifold P with a symplectic structure ! where P = T M for canonical
Hamiltonian systems, a connection r^ on L whose curvature form is !, and a metric ( ; ) invariant under
the parallel transport. If L is quantizable when the above objects are globally well-dened on L, then the
quantization map from a classical function FP on P to an operator ~FP on the space Γ [L] of all smooth


















where the second line (268) is satised when P = T M . The operators described as (268) generate the




of the space of all dieomorphisms over M with the space of all smooth
functions on M . Their quantization method completed itself by means of polarization (on the second step)
(consult [22] and [23]) and succeeded in quantizing concretely the important class of classical systems.
If considered as a "quantization method", the present theory also overcomes that diculty in the canon-
ical theory, and quantizes all the classical Hamiltonian systems in a concrete manner, while requiring no
additional correction as metaplectic correction [24] in the geometric quantization. In addition, it considers








, and newly adds the innite-dimensional
freedom to the Hilbert space over M unlike the geometric quantization.
As shown in Section 3, we obtained the operator ~Ft, corresponding to the observable FT
∗M
t on T M as
















This form is similar to that of the geometric quantization (267) since both utilize their similar semidirect












The integration of the additional innite-dimensional freedom was indispensable not only to deduce from
this equation the Heisenberg equation in quantum mechanics for the canonical Hamilonians, but also the
Poisson equation in classical mechanics through the classical-limit discussed in Section 2.
7.2 Statistical Property
As discussed above, classical mechanics and the quantum mechanics basically share a group structure, or
have a Lie algebra homomorphism between their own algebras not only in the present theory but also in
the quantization methods belonging to the rst group. The dierence between those mechanics comes from




canonical/ geometric (Soriau, Kostant) [19, 20]/ path-integral (Feynmann) [16] and stochas-
tic (Nelson, Parisi-Wu) [17]/ etc.;
2. density matrix:
C-algebraic (Segal) [25]/ phase-space (Wigner, Moyal) [14]/etc.;
3. density function:
hydrodynamic (Mandelung) [26, 27]/ etc..
The quantization methods belonging to the rst category consider that the unitary group or the corre-
sponding semigroup acts on the L2-space of wave functions over physical space M . Besides, those in the
second category assume that the unitary group or the deformed group acts on the representation space of
the density matrices, and seem based on a belief as remarked by Moyal [14]:
". . . the fundamental entities would be the statistical varieties representing the dynamical param-
eters of each system; the operators, matrices and the wave functions of quantum theory would
no longer be considered as having an intrinsic meaning, but would appear rather as aids to the
calculation of statistical averages and distributions."
Sharing the similar belief with the entries in the second category, the hydrodynamic description of quantum
mechanics in the third category utilizes the analogy between the Schro¨dinger equation and the Euler equation
for the classical fluid motion, where the deeomrophism group acts on the space of the density function and
the velocity eld over M (consult APPENDIX B for the group theory of the classical fluid motion).
As shown so far, the present theory belongs to non of the above classication, but shares the same belief
as referred by Moyal’s words, and postulates that
a quantum system shares the same statistical structure with the corresponding classical system.
This statistical property can be dierent from the "classical" one, but includes it. On top of that, it is close
to the entries in the second category since it induces a quantization method belonging to this class for the
canonical Hamiltonian; and it inherits the hydrodynamic analogy in the third category between quantum
mechanics and classical mechanics.
The Poisson equation (265) is equivalent to the classical Liouville equation for the probability density
function (PDF) T
∗M









In canonical quantum mechanics, the corresponding equation of motion is the following quantum Liouville
equation for the density matrix ^t = j tih tj:
@
@t
^t = [^t; H^t]=i; (272)
which is equivalent to the Schro¨dinger equation: i @@t j ti = H^tj ti.
Mandelung [26] rewrote (272) into a hydrodynamics equation that the de Broglie-Bohm theory [28]
utilized, and considered the dierence between classical and quantum mechanics, and is now summarized in
a dierent manner from the usual explanation. For the Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian
HT










equation (271) induces the following hydrodynamics equation:
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where averaged PDF t, averaged momentum ptj , averaged velocity v
j
t and stress tensor T
i













t (x; p) pj ; (276)
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t (x; p) (ptj(x)− pj)

: (278)
On the other hand, he transformed the wave function  t(x) = Rt(x)eiSt(x) that satises the Schro¨dinger
equation (272) for canonical Hamiltonian (273) into the following variables:
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If the pressure term in R.H.S., so-called the quantum eect, of equation (282) can be taken to be equivalent




tj, equations (274) and (275) reduces to equations
(282) and (283); but their statistical relationship seems rather obscure if one asks what stress tensor T qitj
corresponding to the so-called quantum potential is all about.
In order to understand the mechanism making the dierence between the stress tensors T itj and T
qi
tj , one
has to consider the information of the probability on the phase space T M at least, since equations (274)
and (275) do not include full information of the classical equation of motion. Wigner [29] considered the
so-called Wigner function Wt : R






















and compared it with classical PDF T
∗M
t on T









t (x; p): (285)
Based on this statistical analogy in conjunction with the hydrodynamic analogy, the previous letter [8] tried
to reconstruct the quantum Liouville equation with keeping the Lie algebraic structure unlike Moyal’s theory;
and it proved possible, but not natural.
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As already discussed in Section 3 to 6, the present theory further introduced the innite-dimensional






J t ; (286)
whose concrete expressions (69) and (70) were very similar not only to equations (274) and (275) in classical
mechanics but also to equations (282) and (283) in quantum mechanics without the pressure term. The inte-
gration of the additional innite-dimensional freedom was indispensable not only to deduce the Schro¨dinger
equation or the quantum Liouville equation in quantum mechanics for the canonical Hamilonians, but also
the classical Liouville equation in classical mechanics through the classical-limit discussed in the previous
section.
Further, the introduced emergence density function [k] () for wave number k and additional freedom 
produces the Wigner function if integrated by :
Wt (x; k) =
Z
B[E(M)]
dN () %t () [k](x); (287)
which satises relation (285) with the classical probability density through classical-limit. As Moyal re-
marked, however, we can hardly understand it as a kind of ordinary PDF by itself; since they must generally
take negative as well as positive values on the phase space T M . For this reason, the present theory intro-
duced the concept of the emergence measure in Section 3, that can have the negative values.
7.3 Semantics of Regularization
The present theory introduces the energy-cuto 0 as the superior of the emergence function f :
sup jf () (x)j = h−10: (288)
In elementary quantum mechanics for the motion of a particle, 0 is large enough and almost irrelevant for
its formulation, while, in the quantum eld theory where x stands for the value of a eld variable in the
above formula, it justies the regularization procedure in the renormalization method that Tomonaga [30]
and Schwinger [31] introduced and that Feynmann, Dyson [32] and their followers completed.
Since a eld variable in the eld theory can emerge and the created particles interact with one another at
the vertex in Feynmann’s Diagram when external time t has countable numbers in the period of T = 2=f ,
the integration with the high wave number k  c−1 has no sense if   0. In the standard eld
theory, some one-particle-irreducible Feynmann’s diagrams contain the logarithmic divergences in . The
energy-cuto  and the constants g = g(g0;) such as the masses, the coupling constants depending on 
rst describes such a theory, while every calculated observable K = K(g0;) should be independent of :
K = K(g).
For the renormalization parameter   0, it has the following relation with the dimensional regulariza-
tion introduced by ’t Hooft and Veltman [33] that decreases the dimension of the spacetime as 4 ! 4 − 








The minimum subtraction represents the invariance of the theory under the variation by . In addition,
Weinberg [34] proved that all the standard theories of the elementary particles are renormalizable. Thus,
the present theory provides such theory with the semantics of the regularization, while the detailed study in
its application will be developed elsewhere.
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7.4 Quantization of Phenomenology
In addition, the present theory can quantize several phenomenological systems possibly having dissipation
and/or stochasticity, since it does not directly rely on the Poisson nor the symplectic structure on a classical
phase space but only on its group structure; it can rely on the ambient semigroup structure through the
generalization. If we can interpret a phenomenological classical system as that deduced from the following
system for an operator Lt : q(M) ! q(M) as in Section 4, we will make the corresponding quantum system
under the method discussed in Section 5:
@Jt
@t
= Lt (Jt) : (290)
This may be one of the most remarkable features for its application, that has not be seen in the other
theories.
8 REALIZATION OF SELF-CONSISTENCY
Born [35] interpreted the square amplitude of a Schro¨dinger’s wave function a probability density func-
tion (PDF). Heisenberg [36] further discovered the uncertainty relations as a peculiar nature of quantum
mechanics:
x p  h; (291)
where x and p are the accuracy of the position variable and the momentum of a particle. Such relation
showed it impossible to determine how a particle exists in the sense of the classical mechanics, and indicated
that we must give up such an idea of existence or that of causality. The present theory provides a new idea
of existence, and explains how the wave-reduction occurs in an experiment.
8.1 Interpretation
The problem to provide a self-consistent interpretation of reality has still been open under the hypothesis
that quantum mechanics is a universal theory. Some theories tried to interpret quantum mechanics as the
ontic theory referring object systems, others as the epistemic theory referring measurement outcomes. Let
me classify some of them as follows [37, 38, 39]:
1. epistemology:
the Copenhagen (Bohr, Heisenberg) [40]/ orthodox (von-Neumann, Wigner) [12]/ many-
worlds (Everett, DeWitt) [41]/ etc..;
2. ontology:
causal (de Broglie, Bohm) [28, 42]/ consistent or decoherence history (Griths, Omnes)/
other modal interpretations (van Fraassen) [43].
The most important interpretation that has been supporting the physics in this century has been the
Copenhagen interpretation classied in the rst category. Bohr considered that the referents of quantum
mechanics are observed phenomena, and that the notion of an individual microsystem is meaningful for a
human being only within the context of the whole macroscopic experimental setup that should be undoubt-
edly suers the classical description [40]. This view of complementarity becomes a self-consistent epistemic
idea once one admits the following postulates:
1. the impossibility to understand quantum mechanics by using "the classical description" and
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2. the possibility to understand the measuring devices or the compound system with the object system
by using "the classical description".
The C-algebraic theory of quantum mechanics (refer to monograph [44]) has developed this interpretation
in a rigorous way, where the classical property of the measuring devices can be described by the continuous
superselection rules (CSRs) in the similar way for the measurement theory as many-Hilbert-space theory
discussed in the following subsection. These theories all identies the objectication with the wave-reduction,
and need the limit such that the number of the particles constituting the devices and that the time spent
for the experiment are innite. If so, however, there remain one question on this theory [37, 45]:
"Can such objectication allow some approximation or limiting process for itself?"
If one believes that an object can exist approximately, he or she has to face the problem of the metaphysics
to understand what it means.
von Neumann did not accept Bohr’s view on the second postulate listed above on the possibility of the
classical description for the measuring devices, and assumed [12] that quantum mechanics is a universally
valid theory which applies equally well to the description of macroscopic measuring devices as to microscopic
atomic objects, and he faced the problem that the object system and the measuring apparatus had to be
separated though it is impossible within quantum mechanics, and solved that dilemma by introducing the
projection postulate that the nal termination of any measuring process is the conscious observer. Many-
worlds interpretation [41] evaded this dilemma to suppose that the quantum theory in Hilbert space describes
some reality which is composed of many distinct worlds, and that the observer is aware of himself in only one
of these worlds. Thus, such epistemological theory leaves the mind of a human-being enigmatic thing beyond
quantum mechanics. In other words, these attempts apparently failed to provide the universality of quantum
mechanics that should describe the human mind, while the recent development in the neuroscience would
show that the brain seems constituted of the neural networks. If they admit this criticism and conclude that
the reality occurs not in the "objective mind" of the other persons but in "Ich" or the subjectivity itself,
they allow themselves to give up the illustration itself as some physical problem.
Now, we can doubt whether or not the classical description represents that of classical mechanics. Appar-
ently, as pointed by Bohm [28], these words are not equivalent to each other. The present theory shall give
the rst postulate for Bohr’s interpretation more explicit expression by substituting the word "mechanics"
to "description", and assumes
the impossibility to understand quantum mechanics by using "classical mechanics".
In Section 2, we interpreted our mathematical formalism in terms of the self-creation or "self-objectication,"
which can be classical description in the sense that we can understand it by using the ordinary language, but
that is not the description by classical mechanics. In this sense, the present interpretation is close to Bohmian
mechanics in the second category, that assumes that a particle in quantum mechanics can exist objectively
and has a position as its preferred variable at every time even before the measurement; and it is a variant
of the modal interpretations [43]. Thus, it takes into account that only the position of a particle can be
directly measured [28], in other words, that the observables such as the momentum, the angular momentum
and the spin of a particle are always indirectly observed by measuring its position; and it postulates that
a quantum mechanics shares the same ontology with classical mechanics.
Unlike Bohmian mechanics, the ontology in the present theory was not the same as the traditional one in
classical mechanics that the each particle has its trajectory as a complete line in the spacetime, but the new
one that it appears as "quantized events" in the spacetime; basically, this interpretation would not change
also in the quantum eld theory that substitute the value of a eld variable for the position of a particle in
quantum mechanics.
The present interpretation follows, in a sense, the thought by Plato in the ancient Greece, that is based
on the distinction between an ideate belonging to "the world of immutable being" out of our universe, and
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a phenomenon, the appearance of an ideate, to "the world of generation" within our universe, and that
is sophisticated by Whitehead under some resent knowledge on the general relativity and the elementary
quantum mechanics in his "Philosophy of Organism" or so-called "Process Philosophy"[46] (see [47, 48] for
some brief summary of Whitehead’s philosophy). He considered the actuality or the existence of what he
called actual entities as the process of their self-creation or the "throb of experience": they do not endure in
time and flash in and out of existence in spacetime. The present theory supports his philosophy in this sense,
and assumes that quantum mechanics and then classical mechanics deal with the actuality. Whitehead [46]
also dispelled and unied the distinction between the subjective and the objective that would have sustained
the Western culture, and, as he indicated, shared the similar idea with the philosophies related with Budism
in the Eastern culture.k His philosophy is the inversion of Kant’s philosophy [47, 46]:
"for Kant, the world emerges from the subject; for the philosophy of organism, the subject
emerges from the world."
The every thing of the world including us shares the subjectivity or actuality with one another through
the individual experience, being the emergence from the objectivity or reality. Protomechanics can rely on
Whitehead’s philosophy, while the quantum theories have rested on Kant’s in 20th century.
8.2 Measurement Process
In the present theory, the emergence of a particle does not represent the wave reduction itself, since the
density matrix or the wave function represents merely a statistical state of the emergence-momentum. The
wave-reduction should occur through the measurement process independently of the objectication problem;
and it means the transformation of the information stored in the object system to the external system, that
sometimes includes observers, through the measurement process; thereby, it does not sense the objectication
itself nor need the complete wave-reduction for such purpose.
There have already exist several theories of the measurement in quantum mechanics mainly in the relation
with the objectication problem, which would be classied in what the wave-reduction represents [37, 38]:
1. projection:
orthodox (von-Neumann, Wigner, Wheeler)/ relative-state (Everett)/ etc.;
2. wave-collapse:
nonlinear hidden-variable (Bohm, Bub)/ unied dynamics (Ghirardi, et.al.)/ ergodic-environment
(Daneri, Loinger, Prosperi)/ etc.;
3. decoherence:
environment (Zeh, Zurek)/ many-Hibert-space (Machida, Namiki) [49]/ algebraic (Hepp,
et.al.)/ etc.;
The projection postulates in the rst category assume in some axiomatic sense that the wave reduction
occurs in the human mind or abstract "Ich" who can be aware of the universe where they are living, as
discussed in the previous subsection:
j i ! cj jji : (292)
Thus, they would never explain the wave-reduction as the consequence of the measurement process. On the
other hand, the entities in the second category attempted to obtain the wave-reduction as the wave-collapse
kThis may be one reason why I could easily feel sympathy with the philosophy of organism when I knew it after nishing
almost all the mathematical formulation of the present theory, and why I was deeply inspired to complete its semantics.
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of a wave function into new wave functions by introducing the additional nonlinear eects into quantum
mechanics or by assuming the irreversible eects from the environments (consult [37]). They require some
additional postulates beyond quantum mechanics.
The present theory prefers the entities in the third categories who considers the wave-reduction as the
decoherence that the density matrix loses their nonorthogonal parts after the interaction with the measuring












where jji represents an eigen vector for F^ with the eigen value cj 2 R; and it postulates that
the wave-reduction mechanism should be explained within the present frame work.
Let us assume that the following three processes constitute the measurement process that completes the
measurement of an observable F^ through that of some position observables.
1. the preparing process to select an initial state,
2. the scattering process to decompose a spectrum, and
3. the detecting process to detect a particle.
They always substitutes the measurement of the position of an observed particle or a radiated particle like
a photon not only for that of the position itself but also for that of the spin, the momentum, or the energy.
Suppose that the initial wave function is prepared as






kjjihkj ⊗ jihj 2 ΩP (294)
where ji represents the wave function for the motion of an observed particle such that its emergence function
(EF) is non-negative at everywhere:
 () (x)  0; (295)













  0; (296)
which is the appropriate condition considered by Moyal [14] for the prepared Wigner function. If  stands
for the envelope function of the wave packet, it will satisfy this condition. In addition, the measuring process
conserves the positive nature of EF and WF because of the conservation law of EF discussed in Section 2. If
EF does not satisfy such non-negative property, not only a particle but also an antiparticle can appear since
the negative emergence frequency for a particle can translate into the positive frequency for an antiparticle
within quantum mechanics, which will serve an appropriate proper interpretation of the relativistic quantum
mechanics without proceeding to the quantum eld theory.






kjjihkj ⊗ jjihkj 2 ΩP ; (297)
where jji represents the spatial wave function moving toward the j-th detector. For the eigen state
x(j)
of the position of the j-th detector, the present theory immediately describes the emergence probability or










= jcj j2; (299)
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since
x(j) = jji by denition. Notice that relation (298) does not represent the wave-reduction itself.
Machida and Namiki [49] consider that a macroscopic device is an open system that interacts with the
external environment, and describes the state of the measuring apparatus by introducing the continuous
super-selection rules (CSRs) for Hilbert spaces: the state of the j-th detector is described for continuous




dP (l) ^(l)(j) 2 ΩM : (300)
The present theory admits CSRs within its formalism, and then justies their consideration. Thus, the state
of the total system after the spectral decomposition is ^I = ^ex⊗Qk ^(k). They further utilized the Riemann-
Lebesgue Lemma to induce the decoherence of the density matrix ^I or makes all the o-diagonal part zero
through the interaction between the particle and the detector (consult [49, 50] for the detail illustration):




where H^0 is the total free Hamiltonian operator after the interaction.
As shown as above, the present theory allows the many-Hilbert-space theory successfully to induce
the wave reduction in a self-consistent manner. In addition, the present theory justies not only CSRs
indispensable for the proof of the wave reduction (301) but also the utilized approximation or limiting
process that takes the particle number consisting the detector as innite, since the wave-reduction in itself
is independent of the objectication of a particle or a eld.
8.3 Thermodynamic Irreversibility
In the previous subsection, the decoherence decreases H-function:〈
^in ln ^in

= 0 ! 〈^f ln ^f = X
j
jcj j2 ln
(jcj j2  0: (302)
If the observer who describes the system obtains the information where the particle appears in probability
(298) through the measurement process, he will know the new initial state of the particle:
^f ! jjihjj ⊗ jjihj j; (303)
thereby, the entropy becomes zero again. In this sense, the entropy represents the incompleteness of the
information for the deterministic description, and would always increase itself and cause the irreversibility
through the interaction between a macroscopic or open system and a microscopic system after the instability
as the spectrum decomposition.
As in the generalized measuring process, gas molecules interact with the macroscopic wall constituting
the box in which they move, or with an open system surrounding the considered area, after the instability
caused by the interaction or the collision among molecules, that would be expressed as the nonlinear terms
in the interaction Hamiltonian in the eld theory. In this case, the thermodynamic irreversibility occurs
through the following tree steps:
1. the knowledge of the initial condition (preparing),
2. the instability including nonlinearity (scattering) and
3. the influence from an open system (detecting).
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In the nal stage, the wave reduction increases the entropy without the information of all new initial condi-
tions.
In the equilibrium, the maximum entropy requires that the innitesimal variation of the following ther-
modynamics potential Ω = −pV becomes zero for the grand canonical system:








+ −1 (h^ i − 1) ; (304)
where −1 and  are the Lagrange coecients. Suppose that the canonical Hamiltonian H^ and particle




%E;N jE;Ni hE;N j ; (305)
the variation of potential Ω for the coecients %E;N induces the following:
%E;N = eΩ(;;V )e−(E−N): (306)
Relation (306) concludes the Bose-Einstein and the Fermi-Dirac statistics for bosons and fermions, respec-
tively, and also the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in the high temperature approximation.
If a Maxwell’s devil obtains the full information of the system to describe the system in a deterministic
way, he must nd a new initial condition to keep his description whenever only one among 1023 molecules
interacts with the macroscopic wall open to the external area. Protomechanics would support such an
interpretation for the second law of the thermodynamics, while the detailed consideration should be held
elsewhere.
8.4 Compatibility with Causality
Now, the introduced interpretation of density matrices would enable us to understand the causality in
quantum mechanics. On the EPR gedanken experiment [5], the violation of Bell’s inequality [6] does not
necessarily contradict with objectivity nor with causality in the present theory, since this inequality relies
on the positiveness of classical probability density functions.
Consider for example the system of two spin-12 particles that are prepared to move in dierent directions
towards two measuring apparatuses A and B that measure the spin component along the directions  and 
respectively. If there exists the initial PDF depending on the hidden variables for given quantum mechanical
state, the results of the measurement at the measuring apparatuses A = 1 and B = 1 do not depend
respectively on  and  under the locality requirement. For the probability measure P on the space 
of all the concerned hidden variables including that contained in the apparatus themselves, the correlation
function P (; ) is dened for a PDF  : ! R+ for the set R+ of all non-negative real values as
P (; ) =
Z

dP () ()A(; )B(; ): (307)
Alternative settings 0 and 0 of the measuring apparatuses satises Bell’s inequality:
jP (; ) − P (; 0)j+ jP (0; 0) + P (0; )j  2; (308)
whose proof needs the positiveness of PDF .
In quantum mechanics, A^() = jj ⊗ 1 and B^() = 1⊗jj for Pauli matrices j (j = 1; 2; 3) are spin
observables corresponding to classical ones A(; ) and B(; ); and the probability operator ^ corresponding
to PDF  is described as
^ = jAihAj ⊗ jBihBj; (309)
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where jAi and jBi are initial wave vectors. Thus, the correlation function P (; ) has the following form in
this case:
P (; ) = h^ A^() B^()i: (310)
For this correlation function, relation (308) can be violated, since probability operator ^ does not have such
property of the positiveness.
In the present paper, however, we could interpret such probability operators as the classical objects
of emergence-momentum, and conclude that the violation of Bell’s inequality does not deny neither the
objectivity nor the causality in the present context. On top of that, the measurement of the spin of a particle is
completed as that of the corresponding position after the spectrum decomposition as discussed in Subsection
7.B; thereby, we can always the positive emergence function for the observed values under preparation
condition (295). The same consideration would prove that the present theory has no contradiction with any
delayed-choice experiments.
9 CONCLUSION
The present paper attempted to reveal the structure behind mechanics, and proposed a basic theory of time
realizing Whitehead’s philosophy. It induced protomechanics that deepened the Hamiltonian mechanics
under the modied Einstein-de Broglie relation, and that solved the problem of the operator ordering in
quantum mechanics. It further provided a self-consistent interpretation for quantum mechanics and examined
what is the measurement process. In addition, the introduced paradigm produced conjectures on the following
subjects:
1. interpretation of spin (Subsection 5C),
2. semantics of regularization (Subsection 6C),
3. quantization of phenomenological system (Subsection 6D),
4. origin of irreversibility (Subsection 7C) and
5. compatibility with causality (Subsection 7D).
Needless to say, the rst task will be to apply the present theory to investigate the behavior of the gravity
in Planck’s scale, since it solved the operator-ordering problem in quantum mechanics. On the other hand,
the basic theory presented in Section 2 has nonconstructive nature and is valid whatever the considered
scale is, as discussed in Introduction. The author considers that such a theory will appear through the
nonlinearity of a macroscopic system and appeal to some experiments in future. In addition, the present
theory may supply an appropriate description for the motion of a biological system. It needs the continuous
study how to apply the present theory to such systems and how to check it in experimental ways.
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APPENDIX A: BRIEF REVIEW ON MANIFOLD
Let us here determine the properties of the manifold M that is the three- or four-dimensional physical space
or spacetime for the particle motion in classical or quantum mechanics, or the space of graded eld variables
for the eld motion in classical or the quantum eld theory (consult [51] for more detail information on
manifold theory).
Let (M;OM ) be a Hausdor space for the family OM of its open subsets, and also a N-dimensional
oriented C1 manifold that is modeled by the N-dimensional Euclid space RN and thus it has an atlas




2. ’ : U ! V is a C1 dieomorphism for some V  RN and
3. if U \ U 6= ;, then g’ = ’  ’−1 : V \ V ! V \ V is a C1 dieomorphism.
The above denition would be extended to include that of the innite-dimensional manifolds called ILH-
manifolds. A ILH-manifold that is modeled by the innite-dimensional Hilbert space having an inverse-
limit topology instead of RN [10]. We will, however, concentrate ourselves on the nite-dimensional cases
for simplicity. Let us further assume that M has no boundary @M = ; for the smoothness of the C1
dieomorphism group D(M) over M , i.e., in order to consider the mechanics on a manifold N that has the
boundary @N 6= ;, we shall substitute the doubling of N for M : M = N [ @N [N .
Now, manifold M is the topological measure space M = (M;B (OM ) ; vol) that has the volume mea-
sure vol for the topological -algebra B (OM ). For the Riemannian manifold M , the (psudo-)Riemannian
structure induces the volume measure vol .
Second, we assume that the particle moves on manifold M and has its internal freedom represented by a
oriented manifold F = (F;OF ), whereOF is the family of open subsets of F . Let F = (F;B (OF ) ;mF ) be the
topological measure space with the invariant measure mF under the group transformation GF : ~gmF = mF
for ~g 2 GF where ~gmF (~g(A)) = mF (A) for A 2 B (OF ). In this case, the state of the particle can be
represented as a position on the locally trivial, oriented ber bundle E = (E;M;F; ) with ber F over M
with a canonical projection  : E !M , i.e., for every x 2M , there is an open neighborhood U(x) and a C1
dieomorphism U : −1 (U(x))! U(x) F such that  = U  U for U : U(x) F ! U(x) : (x; s)! x.
Let GF be the structure group of ber bundle E: the mapping ~g = Uα −1Uβ : U\UF ! U\UF
satises ~g(x; s) 2 GF for (x; s) 2 U \ U  F and the cocycle condition:
~g(x; s)  ~gγ(x; s) = ~gγ(x; s) for (x; s) 2 U \ U \ Uγ  F; (A1)
where ; ; γ 2 M ; and condition (A1) includes the following relations:
~g(x; s) = id: for x 2 U; and ~g(x; s) = ~g(x; s)−1 for (x; s) 2 U \ U  F: (A2)





= U  U 0 for some U ( 2 M ) and U 0 2 OF .
Now, (E;B (OE) ;mE) becomes the topological measure space with the measure mE induced by the
measures vol and mF as follows. For A 2 B (OE), there exists the following disjoint union corresponding to
the covering M =
S




2M A where  (A)  U, and
2. A \A = ; for  6= .




(vol ⊗mF )  Uα(A): (A3)
Notice that the above denition of mE is independent of the choice of fAg2M such that A =
S
2M A
is a disjoint union since mF is the invariant measure on F for the group transformation of GF .
Let us introduce the spaceM (E) of all the possible probability Radon measures for the particle positions
on E dened as follows:
1. every  2 M (E) is the linear mapping  : C1(E) M ! R such that (F ) < +1 for F 2 C1(E),
and




dP (y) (F (y)) (A4)
and that P (M) = 1, i.e.,  (1) = 1.
For every  2 M (E), the probability density function (PDF)  2 L1 (E;B(OE)) is the positive-denite, and
satises
 (F ) =
Z
E=[α∈ΛM Aα






dvol (x) dmF (#)   −1Uα(x; #)
(
F  −1Uα(x; #)

; (A6)
where dP = dmE ⊗ .
APPENDIX B: BRIEF REVIEW ON LIE-POISSON MECHAN-
ICS
Over a century ago, in an eort to elucidate the relationship between Lie group theory and classical me-
chanics, Lie [52] introduced the Lie-Poisson system, being a Hamiltonian system on the dual space of an
arbitrary nite-dimensional Lie algebra. Several years later, as a generalization of the Euler equation of
a rigid body, Poincare [53] applied the standard variational principle on the tangent space of an arbitrary
nite-dimensional Lie group and independently obtained the Euler-Poincare equation on the Lie algebra,
being equivalent to the Lie-Poisson equation on its dual space if considering no analytical diculties. These
mechanics structures for Lie groups were reconsidered in the 1960’s (see [54] for the historical informa-
tion). Marsden and Weinstein [55], in 1974, proposed the Marsden-Weinstein reduction method that allows
a Hamiltonian system to be reduced due to the symmetry determined by an appropriate Lie group, while
Guillemin and Sternberg [56] introduced the collective-Hamiltonian method that describes the equation of
motion for a Hamiltonian system as the Lie-Poisson equation of a reduced Lie-Poisson system.
Let G be taken to be a nite- or innite-dimensional Lie group and g the Lie algebra of G; i.e., the
multiplications  : G G! G : (1; 2)! 1  2 with a unit e 2 G satisfy −11  2 2 G and induce the
commutation relation [ ; ] : g  g ! g : (v1; v2) ! [v1; v2]. For a function F 2 C1(G;R), two types of
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derivatives respectively dene the left- and the right-invariant vector eld v+ and v− 2 X (G) in the space








j=0F (ev  ): (B2)
Accordingly, the left- and the right-invariant element of the space X (G) satisfy
[v+1 ; v
+
2 ] = [v1; v2]
+; [v−1 ; v
−
2 ] = −[v1; v2]−; and [v+1 ; v−2 ] = 0: (B3)
In the subsequent formulation, + and − denote left- and right-invariance, respectively. In addition, h ; i :
g g ! R : (; v)! h; vi denotes the nondegenerate natural pairing (that is weak in general [21]) for the
dual space g of the Lie algebra g, dening the left- or right-invariant 1-form  2 1(G) corresponding to
 2 g by introducing the natural pairing h ; i : T G TG! R for  2 G as
h(); v()i = h; vi: (B4)
Let us now consider how the motion on a Poisson manifold P can be represented by the Lie-Poisson
equation for G (or its central extension [21]), where P is a nite or innite Poisson manifold modeled on
C1 Banach spaces with Poisson bracket f ; g : C1(P;R)C1(P;R)! C1(P;R). Also, Ψ : GP ! P
is an action of G on P such that the mapping Ψ : P ! P is a Poisson mapping for each  2 G in which
Ψ(y) = Ψ(; y) for y 2 P . It is assumed that the Hamiltonian mapping J^ : g ! C1(P;R) is obtained for
this action s.t. XJ^(v) = vP for v 2 g, where XJ^(v) and vP 2 X (P ) denote the Hamiltonian vector eld for
J^(v) 2 C1(P;R) and the innitesimal generator of the action on P corresponding to v 2 g, respectively. As
such, the momentum (moment) mapping J : P ! g is dened by J^(v)(y) = hJ(y); vi. For the special case
in which (P; !) is a symplectic manifold with a symplectic 2-form ! 2 2(G) (i.e., d! = 0 and ! is weak




J^(v) 2 C1(P )! or f ; g
dJ^(v) = vP c! or XJ^(v) = vP
In 20th century, lots of mathematicians would have based their study especially on the Poisson structure or
the symplectic structure in the above diagram, while the physicists would usually have made importance the
functions as the Hamiltonian and the other invariance of motions as some physical matter. In Lie-Poisson
mechanics, the Lie group plays the most important role as "motion" itself, while the present theory inherits
such an idea.
For the trivial topology of G (consult [21] in the nontrivial cases), the Poisson bracket satises
fJ^(v1); J^(v2)g = J^([v1; v2]): (B5)
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The Collective Hamiltonian Theorem [54] concludes the Poisson bracket for A  J and B  J 2 C1(P;R)
can be expressed for  = J(y) 2 g as






where @F@ : g
 ! g is the Frechet derivative of F 2 C1(g;R) that every  2 g and  2 g satses
d
d








Thus, the collective Hamiltonian H 2 C1(g;R) such that HP = H  J collects or reduces the Poisson






where t = J(xt) for xt 2 P . We can further obtain the formal solution of Lie-Poisson equation of motion
(B8) as
t = Adt0; (B9)
where generator t 2 ~G satises f@H@ (t)g+ = −1t  dtdt or f@H@ (t)g− = dtdt  −1t The existence of this
solution, however, should independently veried (see [57] for example).
In particular, Arnold [58] applies such group-theoretic method not only to the equations of motion of a
rigid body but also to that of an ideal incompressible fluid, and constructs them as the motion of a particle
on the three-dimensional special orthogonal group SO(3) and as that on the innite-dimensional Lie group
Dv(M) of all C1 volume-preserving dieomorphisms on a compact oriented manifold M . By introducing
semidirect products of Lie algebras, Holm and Kupershmidt [59] and Marsden et al. [60] went on to complete
the method such that various Hamiltonian systems can be treated as Lie-Poisson systems, e.g., the motion
of a top under gravity and that of an ideal magnetohydodynamics (MHD) fluid.
For the motion of an isentropic fluid, the governing Lie group is a semidirect product of the Lie group
D(M) of all C1-dieomorphisms on M with C1(M) C1(M), i.e.,
G(M) = D(M)semi: fC1(M) C1(M)g : (B10)
For ~1 = (1; f1; g1), ~2 = (2; f2; g2) 2 I(M), the product of two elements of I(M) is dened as follows:
~1  ~2 = (1; f1; g1)  (2; f2; g1)
= (1  2; 2f1 + f2; 2g1 + g2) ; (B11)
where  denotes the pullback by  2 D(M) and the unit element of G(M) can be denoted as (id:; 0; 0) 2
G(M), where id: 2 D(M) is the identity mapping from M to itself.
The Lie bracket for ~v1 = (vi1@i; U1;W1) and ~v2 =
(
vi2@i; U2;W2











; vj1@jU2 − vj2@jU1; vj1@jW2 − vj2@jW1

: (B12)
For the volume measure v of M , the element of the dual space g(M) of the Lie algebra g(M) can be
described as
Jt = (dv t ⊗ pt; dv t; dv t) ; (B13)
in that pt 2 1(M), dv t 2 3(M) and dv t 2 3(M) physically means the momentum, the mass density,
and the entropy density.
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For the thermodynamic internal energy U ((x); (x)), the Hamiltonian for the motion of an isentropic
fluid is introduced as







dv(x) t(x)U(t(x); t(x)): (B14)















ijptiptj + U (t(x); t(x)) + t(x)
@U
@












which is calculated as follows:



































+ @kPt = 0; (B20)






g (t(x); t(x)) ; (B21)
which is consistent with the rst law of thermodynamics.
Next, we consider Dv(M), being the Lie group of volume-preserving dieomorphisms of M , where every
element  2 Dv(M) satises dv ((x)) = dv(x). Lie group Dv(M) is a subgroup of G(M), and inherits
its Lie-algebraic structure of. A right-invariant vector at TeDv(M) is identied with the corresponding
divergence-free vector eld on M , i.e.,
u−(e) = ui@i r  u = 0 for all x 2M: (B22)
We can dene an operator P [57] that orthogonally projects the elements of TG(M) onto TDv(M) for
 2 Dv(M)  G(M) such that
P[v−()] = P [v]−() (B23)
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and
P [v]−(e) = (vi − @i)@i; (B24)
where  : M ! R satises @i(vi(x) − @i(x)) = 0 forevery x 2 M . This projection changes Lie Poisson




+ ut  rut +rp = 0; (B25)
where the pressure p : M ! R is determined by the condition r  ut = 0.
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